Problem: carbon footprint
Cause: people drive cars and fly in planes
Effect: climate change
Solution: people should use public transportation and travel less.
2
Problem: deforestation
Cause: cutting down trees
Effect: floods/loss of wildlife. Soil quality etc
Solution: grow trees/protect forests

3
Problem: water crisis/polluted water
Cause: overuse/pollution/global warming
Effect: health problems/ water shortages for farming/industry
Solution: manage water resources/protect forests

4
Problem: Hunting
Cause: sport/animal products (ie. Ivory)
Effect: loss of endangered wildlife
Solution: laws against hunting/effective enforcement of laws

5
Problem: melting ice cap
Cause: global warming
Effect: rising level of ocean/loss of polar ice caps/ loss of wildlife
Solution: all countries should try to reduce carbon emissions

6
Problem: using toxic sprays for agriculture/farming
Cause: protect plants against pests/disease
Effect: kills wildlife/dangerous for workers/contaminated produce
Solution: ban chemical/toxic sprays

7
Problem: plastic waste
Cause: convenient carrying bags for customers of shops
Effect: kills sealife/ destroys the ocean environment
Solution: persuade supermarkets/shops to stop using plastic containers or legislate to stop them

8
Problem: pollution from transportation
Cause: people use cars/buses/trucks for transportation
Effect: bad for health/contributes to global warming
Solution: emissions controls for cars/ alternatives to transportation using fossil fuels
Ie. electric cars/improve public transportation